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Abstract
Historians know that any mention of football and World War I will involve
discussions of the Christmas truces of 1914 and the mythical football match between
British and German troops. Many British soldiers denied that any truce had occurred
let alone a football match. However there is indisputable evidence of truces, but
triangulating proof of football has been elusive. In this paper a case study of the
British 2/Argylls and the German 133/Saxons is developed. The underlying reasons
behind the truce are discussed and why some combatants, in the short break from
trying to kill each other, probably played football, even though certainly not as the
formal match of popular imagination. It is argued that the truce was a result of
unique circumstances and was not an overwhelmingly inspirational moment for the
majority of troops involved; they all returned to the fighting. Most participants on
both sides of the truce probably regarded it as an unexpected holiday and some
availed themselves of the opportunity to play their favourite game. The paper
concludes by examining recent commemorative events of Christmas 1914 and how
they may have contributed to the myth of ‘The Football Match’.

Keywords: Christmas Truce; football; World War I; Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders; 133 Royal Saxon Regiment.
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Introduction
The centenary of the beginning of the First World War witnessed a significant
upsurge in interest in the war and especially in the events of Christmas 1914. There
has been a concomitant increase in attention to the relationship between sport and war
and Robert Hands observed that the most famous example of this symbiosis was the
‘unlikely and impromptu game of football between the Allies and Germans on
Christmas Day 1914.’ He opined this has moved ‘towards the clichéd in histories of
the First World War’ and Wray Vamplew reflected that this event was a micro-level
‘myth’; a story containing elements of truth.1 Years before the centenary Brown and
Seaton recognised that:
To many people it has come to be accepted that the central feature of
the Christmas truce of 1914 was a game, or possibly games, of football
in which British and Germans took part. Indeed to some the whole
event is not so much ‘the truce’ as ‘the football match’.2
Brown and Seaton’s book was first published in 1984, in the decade identified by
Emma Hanna as being when the ‘mythical idea of an all-encompassing Christmas
Truce’ in Britain was established.3 Recently British Council research revealed that
‘the Christmas Truce’ is one of the most recognised moments of the Great War with
more than two-thirds of adults aware of ‘the football match’ that took place.4 When
plans for the official commemoration of the Christmas truces were announced
journalists wrote of ‘Britain’s plans for commemorating the centenary of the First
World War include recreating the football match played against German troops’.5
Perhaps the most famous account of Christmas truce football was by
Oberstleutnant Johannes Niemann of the German 133 Royal Saxon regiment
(133/Saxons) in the 1968 BBC radio documentary Christmas Day Passed Quietly:
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Our Regiment and the Scottish Seaforth Highlanders were face to face
... suddenly my orderly threw himself into my dugout to say that both
the German and Scottish soldiers had come out of their trenches and
were fraternizing along the front. I grabbed my binoculars and looking
cautiously over the parapet saw the incredible sight of our soldiers
exchanging cigarettes, schnapps and chocolate with the enemy. Later a
Scottish soldier appeared with a football which seemed to come from
nowhere and a few minutes later a real football match got underway.
The Scots marked their goal mouth with their strange caps and we did
the same with ours. It was far from easy to play on the frozen ground,
but we continued, keeping rigorously to the rules, despite the fact that it
only lasted an hour and that we had no referee. A great many of the
passes went wide, but all the amateur footballers, although they must
have been very tired, played with huge enthusiasm. Us Germans really
roared when a gust of wind revealed that the Scots wore no drawers
under their kilts – and hooted and whistled every time they caught an
impudent glimpse of one posterior belonging to one of ‘yesterday’s
enemies’... The game finished with a score of three goals to two in
favour of Fritz against Tommy.6
The BBC archives reveal that Niemann was unsure of which regiment was
opposite him but it has since been established it was the 2 Battalion of the
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (2/Argylls).7 The excellent overall histories
of the Christmas truces, Brown and Seaton’s Christmas Truce and Weintraub’s
Silent Night, fail to triangulate and integrate the evidence they present
regarding the participation of the 2/Argylls and the 133/Saxons in a truce.8 This
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case study seeks to establish the actualité of football and these two enemy
regiments’ experiences at Christmas 1914.
Setting the Scene
By November 1, 1914, Erich von Falkenhayn, the German Chief of Staff, knew that
the Schlieffen Plan had failed and concluded that continuing the manoeuvring war
could result in defeat. Therefore, he ordered ‘hold on to what you have and never
surrender a square foot of that which you have won.’9 This resulted in the adversaries
constructing two sets of parallel defensive lines from the Belgian coast to the Swiss
border, about 450 miles, with No Man’s Land typically between 100 to 400 yards in
width.10 The paradigmatic trench war had begun.
The soldiers of both sides became subjected to the continuous stress of sniping
and shelling forcing troop rotation systems to be developed. At this stage the British
held a sector from just south of Ypres to Givenchy and they established a typical
trench rhythm of three to seven days in the firing line, then the same in the support
trenches, which were usually about 100 to 150 yards behind the front line, and then a
similar period in the reserve trenches about a quarter of a mile further back. These
three lines of trenches were connected by communication trenches. After these three
stints in the troglodyte world, the troops could look forward to approximately a week
out of the lines in billets.11
Live and let live
The men on both sides of No Man’s Land in the winter of 1914/1915 knew that the
vicious fighting of the manoeuvring war had led to manpower and ammunition
shortages and no meaningful strategic offensive was possible by either side before
spring. The British Expeditionary Force (BEF) had arrived in France in August 1914
with about 70,000 men and had suffered about 90,000 men killed, wounded or
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missing in the period between August and November 1914.12 Typically battalions had
lost 80% of their officers and 70% of the men who had originally landed.13 The BEF
casualties were replaced by reservists, regular battalions recalled from Empire duties,
territorial battalions and an Indian Army Corps.14 The French and Germans had each
suffered about 300,000 men killed in action and approximately 700,000 missing or
wounded.
The start of trench warfare was soon followed by the arrival of winter weather
and in December more rain fell than in any December since 1876, over six inches.
This made large scale movement impossible and added to the unlikelihood of a major
attack by either side.15 In low lying areas, such as the River Lys flood plain, where
the 2/Argylls and the 133/Saxons faced each other, the trenches became barely
tenable; water pumps, hose pipes, shovels and pick axes became as important as rifles
and breastworks began to replace trenches as defensive structures in the worst areas.
The troops on both sides were exhausted, frozen, disillusioned, and questioned
their immediate purpose as many saw no advantage in killing one or two of the enemy
and risking reprisals. Infantrymen passed messages to their artillery not to fire on the
enemy at meal times as they did not want their own meals interrupted by retaliation.
Lieutenant Hutchison of the 2/Argylls noted:
As we sat in the stillness we could hear with great distinctness the
sound of transport on the Radinghem road bringing up the German
rations, in the same way as they must have heard the wheels of our
wagons rumbling through the streets of Houplines and down the dogleg road. But there seems to have been some unwritten law of “live and
let live,” for the ration parties of either side were never “strafed”.16
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On December 2, 1914, Rudolph Binding, commander of a Jungdeutschland dragoon
squadron, wrote:
For truly ... there is no longer any sense in this business. The
fraternization that has been going on between our trenches and those of
the enemy, when friend and foe alike go to fetch straw from the same
rick to protect them from the cold and rain and to have some sort of
bedding to lie on – and never a shot is fired.17
The stalemate and close proximity of the combatants allowed them to become
familiar with each other’s activities and they realized that their opponents’ miseries,
such as lice, rats, mud, the cold and senior officers, mirrored their own; they shared a
common humanity. Also they had mutual cultural and religious traditions. In the
main, the soldiers on both sides were Christians resulting in many probably feeling it
was wrong to be at war at Christmas; especially as they seemed to be only fighting, at
that moment, for survival and to protect their regimental families. Belgian and French
cabbage patches were not La mè bre patrie to the British or Germans. In Germany
particularly, Christmas was a deeply emotive and family occasion, even for German
Jewish soldiers this was ‘the highest and most beautiful of all holidays’.18
These tacit agreements to reduce the violence became endemic in the trenches
particularly in ‘quiet sectors’ or in the more tranquil times between major offensives;
the Christmas truces were neither the first nor last but were the most vivid.19 Instances
of informal live and let live accommodations between enemies have been recorded in
nearly all wars dating back to the mythical Trojan War over 3,000 years ago and
probably in most instances, as in World War I, the opposing troops who reduced
hostilities took care to conceal the fact from higher military authority.
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Fraternisation was being reported in the press and led to hopes for a formal
armistice over Christmas (Figure 1). Although this image was published in The
Illustrated London News (ILN) on December 26, 1914 it must have been ‘worked up’
well before Christmas. Writing on December 18 ILN columnist Charles Lowe

Figure 1 An Anglo-German Bisley by A.C. Michael. ILN 26 December 1915

forecast ‘for Christmastide there will probably be something like a “truce of God” – if
not by mutual agreement, at least by common assent’.20
The possibility of mutually agreed local truces was recognized by High
Command on both sides and directives were issued forbidding fraternization. British
General Headquarters (GHQ) ordered trench raids and larger tactical attacks between
December 14 and 19 to keep the troops aggressive. These left numerous dead in No
Man’s Land for no significant gains and led to some of the Christmas truces as the
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soldiers remaining wished to bury their comrades out of respect for the dead, to
escape the sight and smell, and to help prevent disease.
Christmas in the trenches at Houplines, 1914
Christmas Eve
On December 20, after nine days of rest, the 2/Argylls left their billets in the
Armentières lunatic asylum at 16:15 and marched to the lines east of Houplines where
they completed the relief of the 1/Middlesex by 19:35. Their area of responsibility
stretched from Hobbs Farm in the north to Pont Ballot in the south, a distance of
approximately one mile (Figure 2).21

Figure 2 The 2/Argylls manned the trenches from Pont Ballot in the south to Hobbs Farm in
the north. Reproduced by permission of the National Library of Scotland.
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The next three days were relatively quiet despite receiving orders that ‘active sniping
to be practiced and sapheads pushed on’.22 During the day, the Argylls received a
message from GHQ that sought to develop suspicions of enemy behaviour and
discourage fraternization; ‘it is thought possible that the enemy may be contemplating
an attack during Xmas or New Year and special vigilance will be maintained during
these periods’.23
On the evening of December 24 the 133/Saxons left their billets in Pont Rouge
and Frelinghien to take up positions opposite the 2/Argylls.24 Like GHQ, the German
headquarters warned their troops to be alert against possible attack over the holiday
period. However the 133 were not going to be deprived of their celebrations and
Lieutenant Klemm’s section took two small Christmas trees with them, complete with
candles, to put on the trench parapets.25
Klemm commented that ‘as was usual at that time, having settled in the trenches,
we fired the occasional shot from our outposts to let the enemy know we would not let
ourselves be surprised.’26 Once these formalities were over the trees were placed upon
the parapets and the candles lit; Klemm noticed that Christmas trees were appearing
along the German line as far as the eye could see.

His battalion colleague,

Oberstleutnant Niemann, remembered placing one small tree in their company dugout
and another on the parapet and then the troops began singing Christmas songs, such as
Stille Nacht, Heilige Nacht, and O du Fröbliche.27 The powerful German Christmas
Eve tradition of singing and drinking by a candle-lit tree was carried over into the
trenches.
The sounds of the Germans singing carried across to the trenches opposite and
the Argylls’ commanding officer, Captain Hyslop, recorded:
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In the evening … the Germans had a sing-song in their trenches, they
even seemed to have a band of sorts somewhere near. One man had a
fine tenor voice, and as our men could hear quite well they applauded
the song, and he gave an encore.28
Hutchison noted a ‘German band in the trenches. We sang in turns – Germans and
ourselves’. Niemann reminisced that soon the British sang too and he noted
particularly ‘It’s a long way to Tipperary’ and ‘Home Sweet Home’.29
After much bantering across No Man’s Land, it was finally agreed that two men
from each side should go out and meet. Nineteen year old Lieutenant Ian Stewart, at
that point the youngest officer in the BEF and who could speak some German, went
out from the Argylls, accompanied by Sergeant Minnery; Stewart noted that the
conversation was rather like meeting a fan of an opposing football team. He received
a cigar, which made him feel sick, and a photograph of the Saxon regiment’s pre-war
football team (Figure 3). In return, he gave the German officer, a man of about his
own age and with a similar level of English to his German, a tin of bully beef.30

Figure 3 Photograph of the 133 Royal Saxon Regiment pre-war football team.
Courtesy of The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders Museum, Stirling Castle.
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Meanwhile, Minnery chatted with the other German, Enno Schneider, and discovered
that Schneider knew Glasgow well. Minnery exchanged his woollen hat and a
photograph of himself for a cap badge and chocolates.31 After agreeing it was a
‘beautiful night’, they shook hands and departed back to their own trenches.
Hutchison recalled it was a relaxed night, ‘much shouting. On the qui vive all night’.32
The Argylls’ War Diary for Christmas Eve simply recorded ‘Work carried out on
communication trenches. A new one made from C Company Line. Brig. Gen.
Congreve 16 Inf Bde visited trenches before taking over on 26th’.33
Christmas Day
The stories of Christmas morning vary slightly; Frederick Chandler, the Argylls’
Medical Officer, Hutchison, Liddell and Hyslop describe shots being fired in the
morning but ‘in the afternoon a curious thing happened, for the sniping suddenly
ceased’.34 The German officers, Klemm and Niemann, thought that at dawn they
became aware of heads popping into sight above the British parapet and peering into
No Man’s Land.35 Klemm noted that somebody needed to break the ice and an NCO
from his company took a Christmas tree into No Man’s Land where he was met by a
British soldier. After these soldiers returned to their own lines, further shouted
negotiations occurred about the bodies that lay between the trenches following a battle
in November. Eventually Lieutenant Grosse, Klemm’s platoon commander, met with
a British officer and they agreed to bury the bodies behind their respective front
lines.36
The burial parties fraternised as they worked and the soldiers left in the trenches
began calling across No Man’s Land to each other. They soon ‘arranged an unofficial
armistice – they got out of their trenches and met halfway and hobnobbed with each
other, exchanged souvenirs and had drinks ... Stewart, had a box of good cigars given
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him.’ Klemm received a cap badge from a British soldier and noted ‘everywhere you
looked the occupants from the trenches stood around chatting to each other and even
playing football.’ Niemann, as described above, recollected that later a Scottish
soldier brought out a football and ‘a real football match got underway.’37
There are no British descriptions of this game but Private Collier of the Argylls
recalled ‘some of the men in the Platoon on our left had made a “ball” from paper,
rags and string and went their “dinger” for about twenty minutes, until the ball fell to
pieces and that was that.’38

Hyslop, Liddell and Hutchison all recorded that the

German officers were keen to arrange a proper football match for the following day,
December 26.
As evening approached, Hyslop reported ‘altogether the men were out of their
trenches for nearly two hours, but we parted before dark and the last words of a
German officer were “Well, it will be war again tomorrow.”’39 According to
Hutchison, GHQ heard about the truce and ordered ‘warlike measures against the
enemy must be adopted forthwith’; he wrote a letter to the Germans telling them ‘war
will be declared at 10 a.m. to-morrow morning.’ A German NCO took the letter
‘presumably to the officer commanding the 134th Saxon Regiment’.40
Figure 4 shows the view today from Pont Ballot, where Liddell, the battalion
machine-gun officer, had established a machine gun post, north towards Hobbs Farm
which was about 1,000 feet beyond the modern Massey Ferguson dealership in the
distance. The British lines snaked along just to the left of the centre of the image with
the German lines towards the right hand edge. The fraternisation and any football
would have been in No Man’s Land in this field.41 Of Christmas Day, the Argylls’
War Diary records a ‘very quiet day. Germans came out of their trenches unarmed in
the afternoon, and were seen to belong to the 133rd and 134th Regiment. The position
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was reconnoitred by Lieut. Anderson. The Germans asked for leave to bury 10 dead.
This was granted.’42

Figure 4 View from Pont ballot towards Hobbs Farm. Author’s photograph, 16 March
2014

December 26, 1914
After spending the day in the trenches, the Argylls were relieved by the Sherwood
Foresters at 17:00.43 The formal proposed football match had not occurred either
because of senior officers’ actions or shelling. Captain Jack of the 1/Cameronians in
the trenches that abutted the 2/Argylls at Pont Ballot observed:
It seems that on Christmas Day the 2/Argyll and Sutherland actually
arranged to play a football match versus the Saxons – whom we
consider to be more human than other Teutons – in No Man’s Land that
afternoon. Indeed someone in my trench told me of the proposal at the
time, but I scouted so wild an idea. In any case, shelling prevented the
fixture.44
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Hutchison recorded that there was a ‘good deal of artillery fire in the morning.
In the evening the whole Brigade relieved’.45
Aftermath
Initially there was widespread doubt that any truce had occurred over the Christmas
period, but the evidence of photographs, diaries and letters is overwhelming and some
of the photographs and letters appeared in the press; at that time censorship of
soldiers’ mail home was still developing.46 Truces did not occur all along the AngloGerman lines; today it is estimated that there were various levels of fraternization
along about two-thirds of the British sector. Even the immediate neighbours of the
Argylls, the 1/Cameronians had no truce; in his diary Jack wrote ‘there are
extraordinary stories of unofficial Christmas truces with the enemy ... There was no
truce on the front of my battalion.’47 Altogether 81 British soldiers died on Christmas
Day, and on December 26 there were a further 62 British deaths; no doubt some of
these were from previously received wounds.
It has been proposed that the truces may have been partly a result of new troops
being introduced into the front, essentially civilians in uniform.48 However, it is
evident that few new recruits, especially British, made it to the front until the spring
of 1915, although some individuals did.49 Perhaps it was the fact that, at this stage of
the war, the armies were still mainly professionals and reservists (ex-professionals)
that allowed the truces to occur. Collier remarked ‘we were the same as them; after all
we were all tradesmen in our own particular sphere – soldiering’.50 These troops
would have had a mutual respect for fellow soldiers; they were probably significantly
less influenced by state propaganda or the hell-fire preaching from pulpits and press
than the new volunteers in training. Their nationalism and patriotism were different
from the new more idealistic recruits.51
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Was there a game for Christmas?
Brown and Seaton reported ‘there are those, including some veterans of 1914, who
doubt if any football match took place at all.’52 A perusal of the War Diaries of all of
the British infantry battalions that were in France on December 25, 1914 reveals that
none of them mention football with the enemy. This is not surprising as the war
diaries were kept by designated junior officers, who at this early stage of the war
would have joined up before hostilities commenced and intended to make the army
their career. They would have been aware of GHQs attitude to fraternisation, let alone
unofficial truces, and therefore it may be surmised that the incidents were probably far
more numerous than reported. According to Jürgs, the same is true of
Regimentstagebuchern, German regimental records, as their High Command also
tried to prevent fraternisation.53 However, judicious editing by battalion commanders
may have also occurred; the war diary of the 1/The Buffs (East Kent) is missing the
pages for December 21-29. Private Deakins of The Buffs recalled ‘The Germans
came out of their protective holes, fetched a football, and invited our boys out for a
little game. Our boys joined them and together they quickly had great fun, till they
had to return to their posts.’54 Did an incautious diarist record the incident leading to
the commanding officer ripping the offending pages out?
The two 133/Saxons’ officers’, Klemm and Niemann, stories are essentially
similar with Niemann’s post-war history of the battalion reporting soldiers of both
sides chasing hares amongst the cabbages and then playing football.55 None of the
British officers of the 2/Argylls mention playing football but all agree that an
‘international’ match was discussed. Football was endemic in the BEF by the end of
1914 and so, possibly, such a normal occurrence as an informal kick-about by soldiers
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was not worth writing about, but the planning of a more formal ‘international’ game
was certainly worth reporting.56
Trench warfare had rapidly led to an increase in footballing opportunities for the
British troops. Officers encouraged their men to play; ‘we did seventy-eight hours on
end in the trenches last spell. This morning we had a football match. Football is the
only thing that takes the stiffness out of the men after being long in the trenches’.
Hutchison noted that the villages behind the front lines ‘bore the semblance almost of
English villages, packed with lads playing football’. The Cameronians’ Captain Jack
noted in his diary that when in reserve around Christmas ‘games, mainly football, in
the afternoons keep them fit and cheery ... however tired the rascals may be for
parades they have always energy enough for football.’ Football tournaments began to
be organized from platoon to divisional level and in July 1915 General Haig
complained about the number of men falling asleep on sentry duty; ‘men should rest
during the day when they know they will stand on sentry duty at night. Instead of
resting they run about and play football’.57
Both the 2/Argylls and 133/Saxons contained keen footballers and the Scots
already had an illustrious footballing history. In the main, the other ranks of the
Argylls were from the Scottish working classes and football was their dominant sport.
The Army Football Association had established the Army Cup in 1889 and the
2/Argylls won the inaugural competition beating the 2/South Staffordshire’s 2-0 in the
final and they were the beaten finalists in 1891. When based in India and South Africa
between 1892 and 1910 the battalion won several football tournaments including the
South African Army Championships of 1908 and 1909.58
Thermaenius identifies 1885 as the starting point for football in Zwickau where
the 133/Saxons were based. High school students began playing and forming
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neighbourhood teams and the game developed rapidly in Saxony following the
success of the Leipzig team. In 1914 Fussballclub 02 Schedewitz from Zwickau lost
18 players to the army forcing them to field only one team instead of the three in the
previous season. Thermaenius opines that many of these 18 would have been
reservists attached to the 133 as this was the regiment in which local men would have
completed their two years national service. Stewart commented that the officer who
gave him the photograph of the pre-war football team seemed to be very proud of it.
Alfred von Kotsch, the commanding officer of the 133 at the beginning of the war,
noted that one of the duties of the support troops was to organise football tournaments
for the troops as they came out of the front line.59
Apart from Collier’s reported kick-about, other reports of football possibly
involving the 2/Argylls emerged. The Glasgow News of January 2, 1915 published a
letter from a Highland Regiment officer who had met with a Saxon Regiment and
claimed that ‘we arranged ... to have a two hours interval on Boxing Day, from 2pm
to 4pm, for a football match. This, however, was prevented by our superiors at
headquarters’. Another letter in the same paper from a 5/Scottish Rifles’ Sergeant
stated he was guarding the communication trenches that led to the front line and had
heard that ‘Some of our boys (the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) visited the
Germans in their trenches, wished them a Merry Christmas, and agreed to have a truce
for 24 hours. They also had a football match between the two lines of trenches and
exchanged gifts of cigars and chocolates’.60
The ILN of January 8, 1915 reported ‘some of the British, it is said, visited the
German trenches, and an Anglo-Saxon football match was even played’ and on New
Year’s day, The Times published a letter from a major of the RAMC ‘The ----Regiment actually had a football match with the Saxons, who beat them 3-2!!!’ Lance
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Corporal Prince of the North Staffordshire Regiment located just to the south of the
Argylls noted that ‘further up the line, I caught a glimpse of what looked like a more
formal game of soccer between the two sides’.61 ‘More formal’ is interesting as it
intimates kick-abouts were occurring there too.
Much of the evidence of the various truce activities, including football, is heavily
dependent upon soldiers’ letters home. However as Richard Holmes observed:
It is temptingly easy for historians to regard the first-hand accounts –
written or oral – of survivors as the pure and undiluted truth. Such is
rarely the case. Even when events are recalled shortly after they have
happened, memory still plays tricks, with snatches of experience being
collated in a haphazard order, like clips of film assembled at random
from the cutting-room floor. There is a natural tendency for the mind to
shut off the most ghastly episodes, and the stress of battle itself
interposes a filter between an event and its observer ... And there are
other problems. Most front-line soldiers in most wars live on a diet of
rumour intermixed with partly explained facts.62
Volunteer driver Frederick Coleman’s description of finding a platoon officer hard at
work censoring his men’s letters home supports Holmes’ observation. The censor
showed Coleman one letter describing how the author had escaped death and injury
miraculously several times even from a ‘black Maria’ that had burst close to him.63
However, the author of the letter was the regimental farrier who was not allowed
anywhere near the front! When the censor asked the other officers what he should do
the whole mess replied in chorus ‘Pass it ... It will do no harm.’ Some weeks later the
censor showed Coleman that the letter had been published in a local Midland
newspaper exactly as sent to the farrier’s mother. The farrier kept up the good work
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and all the mess looked forward to the next letter as ‘not a week passes he doesn’t
curdle the blood of the old folks at home with some yarn. We quite look forward to
‘em. The paper fairly eats ‘em’.64
Certainly as news of Christmas truces spread amongst the troops some ‘tall’
stories emerged. Private Elvin of the 2/Suffolk’s wrote that his ‘regiment did not play
the Germans at football on Christmas Day, or shake hands with them’ although ‘some
of the men of Wisbech wrote and said they did.’65 In a letter home a private from the
4/Seaforth Highlanders mentions beating the German 4/Saxon regiment 6 – 2 on
Christmas Day, but another private in the same battalion in a letter published in the
Football Times of January 9, 1915, wrote ‘On Christmas Day we hoped to have a rest,
but no luck. We have marched about ten miles away from the lines’ which agrees with
their War Diary that notes the battalion marching to Robecq, 10 miles west of Vielle
Chapelle and does not record any soldiers being detached to other units.66
It is possible that knowing that letters home were being published, some soldiers
may have wished to exaggerate dangers to increase their standing amongst their
relatives and friends at home. However, Hugo Klemm’s letter was to his regimental
comrade-in-arms Johannes Niemann and they would have shared the memories so it is
doubtful that he would have made up remembering ‘everywhere you looked the
occupants from the trenches stood around talking to each other and even playing
football’.67
The case against football
Some commentators believe that No Man’s Land was too cratered to allow football
and that may have been the case in some areas. Private Runcie of the Gordon
Highlander’s wrote:
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Some chroniclers of the truce incident have claimed that a football
match was played in No Man’s Land; but this is not the case as the
shell-holes, ditch, barbed wire, and churned-up condition of this part of
the ground rendered it impossible to do so.68
However where the Argylls and 133/Saxons faced each other, soldiers described No
Man’s Land as a meadow or as an overgrown cabbage field. Aerial photographs taken
by 4 Squadron, Royal Flying Corps, of the Houplines trenches in July 1915 and
March 1916 reveal few shell holes in No Man’s Land and these would not have
prevented kickabouts.69 Today the collective image of No Man’s Land is coloured by
Passchendaele of 1917 when the ground had been subjected to years of shelling and
the artillery had become significantly heavier and more numerous. Others point to the
mud which prevented easy movement, but the rain had turned to snow on December
23, and December 24 brought a hard frost transforming the front, the mud hardened
and pools froze. Lieutenant Bolton of the Argyll’s found that his kilt floated around
his waist in the trench and then froze. He hacked it off and replaced it with
sandbags.70 Certainly photographs of the truces show the soldiers standing on the
surface rather than sinking in mud and their surroundings are not overly shell pocked
and Niemann had remarked that ‘it was far from easy to play on the frozen
ground’(Figure 5).71
Other commentators note that footballs would not have been available in the
trenches as the men’s kit would not have let them carry something so cumbersome.
However football was pervasive in the BEF and balls were valuable, although by
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Figure 5 British troops from the East Surrey Regiment meet German opponents. Photograph by Lt.
Col. A.F. Logan. ©National Army Museum (NAM 1995-06-89-1-1).

1917 every platoon would have its own. Therefore it is likely that soldiers who had a
ball would have deflated it and carried it with them, rather than leaving it in their
billets, where the next regiment may have purloined it, or in their valises in battalion
transport. By carrying it with them, they were ever ready for a game when in reserve.
The reserve trenches were often out of sight of the enemy and, when not on ‘fatigues’
or ‘stand to’, men were sometimes allowed free time in close proximity to their
positions. The Cameronians’ medical officer later noted ‘the French are always
fascinated by the British obsession with football, asking why so many soldiers carry
balls strapped to their packs. Here is the answer – they are waiting for Christmas’.72
Stories of what men managed to take into the trenches are legion; a deflated football
would certainly take less space than an accordion (Figure 6). Certainly in the football
charge at the Battle of Loos, the men of the London Irish smuggled their deflated
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Figure 6 2/Argylls with home-made jam jar grenades and accordion. Photograph by
Capt. A. Bankier. ©Imperial War Museum (Q 48958)

footballs into the trenches after their officers objected to their plan of dribbling the
balls forward in the charge.73 Modern analysts forget that the balls of the time did not
have valves requiring special inflating needles; they could be blown up by mouth.
Also it is certain that some soldiers would have received a football for Christmas
and Niemann intimates that a real ball was used. For example, Private Rivett of the
1/Lincolnshire wrote a letter to his wife, published by The Grimsby Daily Telegraph
of January 3, 1915, explaining that on Christmas Day he had been in battalion reserve
just behind the firing line and ‘we had football matches with a new ball sent by some
kind friends’.74
Pre-Christmas British and German newspapers had carried adverts reminding
readers of the needs of the men at the front and a veritable avalanche of parcels
arrived at both sides of the front. Between December 6 and 12, 250,000 parcels were
sent to the British troops at the front along with 2.5 million letters.75 Hutchison’s diary
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records that on December 21 ‘Xmas gifts pour in from all round the countryside’ and
Percy Jones of the Queen’s Westminster Rifles wrote in a letter home ‘I am keeping
well, in spite of the large number of Christmas parcels received.’76 Some battalions
report Christmas parcels being delivered into the firing line and it is highly probable
that some would have received footballs. Even if only one percent of the men
received a football, this would place at least six or seven new balls into a front line
battalion that received packages. The German soldiers were equally inundated,
causing Niemann to note that they marched to the trenches ‘like Father Christmas
with parcels hanging from us.’77 One of Percy Jones’ colleagues, Lance-Corporal Jack
Quayle, wrote that when the early morning fog rose on Christmas morning, the
Germans were observed playing football. Another member of the same battalion had a
letter published in both London and New York which claimed ‘On Christmas Day we
had a football out in front of the trenches and asked the Germans to send a team to
play us but either they considered the ground too hard, as it had been freezing all
night and was a ploughed field or their officers put the bar up.78
Some of the arguments about whether football was played or not may lie in
philosophical differences about what ‘playing football’ means. To some playing
football means two goals, a large flat surface, a referee and a proper football. To
others it may simply be any playful activity involving kicking an object around.
Private Collier recalled soldiers playing with a ‘ball’ of paper, rags and string, and
there are other reports of ‘balls’ of straw stuffed balaclavas, sandbags and tin cans
being used at Christmas between the lines.79 General Latter, a young officer with the
Lancashire Fusiliers in 1914, recorded an unofficial truce on Christmas Day with the
Saxons opposite and ‘”A” Company played a football match against the enemy with
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Figure 7 View across No Man’s Land, La Boutillerie, winter 1914-1915. Photograph
by Col. A. Bruce. ©Imperial War Museum (Q 49102)

an old tin for a ball; they won 3-2!’ although Lance Corporal George Ashurst with the
same unit remembered ‘Some of our boys tied up a sandbag and used it as a football,
while a party of Germans enjoyed themselves sliding on a little frozen pond just in the
rear of their trenches’.80 Photographs of the British wire (Figure 7) show the area
immediately in front of the firing trench strewn with empty tin cans. These certainly
contributed to the rat problem but were hoped to provide some warning of an
offensive German party creeping up at night.
Perhaps one of the most evocative stories of football at Christmas 1914 involves
a non-regulation ball. Second Lieutenant Brockbank joined the 6/Cheshires on
December 11; his first trench experience began when they entered the front line near
Messines on December 22. His diary entry for Christmas Day records:
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At about 2.30 (p.m.) all firing ceased and the Germans started
shouting to us ‘Come out’ ‘Have a drink’ and then one of them
climbed out of the trench without his equipment on, so one of ours did
the same. It ended in a ‘Mother’s Meeting nearly every man of our
trench, except machine gunners, was out, & a huge crowd was
between the trenches. Someone produced a little rubber ball so of
course a football match started. We exchanged various things & I got
a cap-badge, belt buckle, whistle, rifle cartridge purse and tea tablets,
not to mention getting about four Germans names and addresses in
their own handwriting on field service postcards, as a positive proof
that it all really did happen, because it will naturally sound a very tall
story when it gets told in the billets.81
The ‘so of course a football match started’ highlights the omnipresence of football in
the BEF and British society and the likelihood of kickabouts wherever and whenever
the opportunity presented itself.82
Conclusion
Many regard Christmas 1914 as the close of the nineteenth-century, the inevitable
result of fin de siècle cynicism. Truces were a time-honoured courtesy, wars were
fought against opponents rather than enemies and there had to be ‘fair play.’ January
1915 saw Zeppelins indiscriminately bombing London; gas was introduced as a deadly
weapon in April, the Lusitania was torpedoed in May and July marked the first notable
use of flamethrowers. The twentieth century had arrived and, in essence, Christmas
truces were history as the German quest for modernity brought the reality of
industrialized war into sharp focus and into direct conflict with the British quest for
restoration and preservation of the status quo.
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Some commentators opine that it is possible that the truce was a manifestation of
some of the soldiers’ frustration at an apparently meaningless war in which they were
trapped; the truces represented a small gesture against the rising tide of international
and nationalist rivalry and hatred, a demonstration of the brotherhood of man or a
symbol of the deep religious significance of the time.83 However, the letters and
diaries of many of the soldiers reveal that they knew that a set of circumstances had
given them the opportunity for a welcome break in five months of war, in essence a
holiday. To others it was a schoolboy prank against the prefects and school masters.
Lieutenant Drummond of the Royal Field Artillery said it was ‘a soldier’s truce
without any higher sanction by officers and generals.’84 Whether they regarded the
truces as a prank or welcome holiday; the soldiers recognised that the conflict had
purpose and meaning even if they might disagree with its management. They
expected to continue and win by spring. Many officers, still mainly from a different
social class from their men, may not have been motivated to write about an unruly
pick-up game of football. If no football was played then the rumours of it being
played and the expressed desires to play reveal a lot about the culture of the soldiers.
Football was ubiquitous behind the lines once siege warfare dominated the
Western Front, especially on the British side. Sports newspapers were sought after
and even thrown across to the Germans so they could follow their favourite British
teams. It was a common topic of conversation between soldiers on both sides of No
Man’s Land and even across it as the English professional season continued until the
Khaki Cup Final of April 24, 1915. The language of the soldiers was infiltrated by
football; Henry Williamson’s alter ego Philip Maddison noted that No Man’s Land at
‘first sight looked like a crowd on a football field during the interval of a match.’
Private Hunter of the 2/Monmouthshire’s was told by a German during the truce that
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he would ‘much rather be having a game of football than this’ (the war). Another
German complained about how the war was interfering with his football as he had
played for Leipzig.85
With thousands of young men standing around in No Man’s Land on Christmas
Day unable to really converse with each other once impromptu sign languages were
exhausted and trinkets exchanged, somebody would have kicked something, and
somebody would have kicked it back. Then, perhaps somebody would have hurried to
inflate a ball received for Christmas or carried in their packs.
It is certain that soldiers did not play a football match in No Man’s Land with
stretchers for goalposts and the padre declaring Captain Blackadder offside, but with
so many young men milling around, kickabout games of football with tin cans, paper
wrapped with string, straw stuffed balaclavas, or perhaps with a real ball, inevitably
occurred, the players cheered on by their brother soldiers.
The micro-myth of football during the Christmas truces of 1914 was publicly
commemorated with the unveiling of a memorial by Prince William at the National
Memorial Arboretum on December 12, 2014. The design was chosen after a national
competition, Football Remembers, sponsored by the British Council, the Premier
League, The Football Association and the Football League.86 The Football
Remembers project also held an international mass-participation event through the
Embassy network and presented a ‘living statue’ to the Belgian city of Ypres in the
form of a new 3G football pitch where an annual international youth Christmas Truce
tournament has been held since 2011; ‘The Christmas Truce tournament is a key part
of the Premier League’s Elite Player Performance Plan, which develops players not
only with their tactical and technical skills but also caters for their educational and
cultural needs.’ The 2014 tournament featured Under-12 teams from England,
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Germany, France and Belgium and before it began the England boys visited ‘the
Christmas Truce site, where in 1914 an unofficial truce took place in the trenches
around Ypres which ended up with reports of a football match being played in No
Man’s Land.’ In May 2014, in preparation for the events, more than 30,000 schools in
Britain ‘received an educational pack about the moment in history when football
brought war to a halt’.87
On December 11, 2014 Michel Platini, President of UEFA, European football’s
governing body, unveiled a new memorial to the Christmas Truce next to the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission’s Prowse Point cemetery. The memorial
has the inscription ‘To all those who experienced the “Small Peace” in the “Great
War”’. Gilbert Deleu, the local Mayor, commented: ‘By putting the seal of UEFA,
and of this popular sport that is football, on these commemorations, Michel Platini has
in one stroke called up all those who love the 'round ball' to take possession of this
truce and propagate its spirit and the hope that it has provoked.’88
Stephen Moss of The Guardian newspaper wrote on December 16, 2014:
In this centenary year, the truce is ubiquitous. Sainsbury’s made it the
centrepiece of its Christmas ad campaign, following the narrative laid
out by Paul McCartney in 1983 in the video for his hit single Pipes of
Peace ... The McCartney take on history has hardened into orthodoxy.
The centennial commemorations have reinforced the belief, amongst many, that
there was a general truce along the whole front line on Christmas Day rather than
various levels of fraternisation along some two-thirds of the British line organised at
the local level. Similarly ‘popular imagination’ seems to assume that a semi-formal
match occurred during the Christmas Truce; ‘The football match spontaneously broke
out in No Man’s Land’.89 However many, including historians, know that if any
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football was played it would have been in the form of improvised kickabouts and
many websites, including some pages of Football Remembers, do mention football
games (plural) away from their headlines.
Despite the uncertain narrative surrounding football and the Christmas truces,
British football organisations have managed to re-present the story ‘polishing’ their
cultural credentials and further legitimating the place of football in the ‘collective
memory’.90
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